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Dear loving and caring hearts!
 
Good Day and Greetings from ABHAYA...
 
We hope every one of you are in Good & Positive vibration in the life...though you are in your routine. here 
is a story of Ms.Priyanka(9) for all of us to understand and do the needful. The parents of this Girl 
Ms.Savitah & Mr.Madhukesh came to Hyderabad from Mysore for the love to their one and only daughter. 
They narrated the following with the tears in their eyes...
 
Madhukesh is coming from a poor family in the rural community in Bellary District. He just finished his 
Diploma in Civil Engineering. He lost his father and due to his employment in the Govt Polytechnic 
College...Madhukesh being given a Job on compassionate grounds with a salary of Rs.6,000/- Pm. He got 
married to Ms.Savitha about 10 years back. Some time later they being blessed with a baby 
girl...Priyanka
 
Till she was 3 years old...the parent could not identify the lapses in God's Creation in their home. When 
they realized that their cute baby is otherwise able kid and can not hear and talk...their pain knows no 
bounds. Since then for the last 6 years they tried their best to get the disability rectified. but this can be 
rectified with a surgery alone. Top of that for their astonishment they understood it is very costly surgery 
through which micro hearing aid would be placed in the ear establishing a connection to the brain. All this 
would cost about Rs.6.50 Lakhs.
 
All these 6 years or so they knocked every door around in their vicinity...they found no one to help them. 
then they felt depressed and moved to Mysore with a transfer order in hands with a hope to join this small 
girl in a special school. 
 
Ms.Priyanka right now studying 4th Class...she is very sharp in understanding the conversations with lip 
moments...with the inability at her side, she stood boldly and learned dance! looking very sweet and 
CALM...with 90% disability...
 
How Abhaya got involved with this!
 
When the undersigned visited Office of the Registrar of Companies, Hyderabad on Thursday...Jr.Technical 
Assistant Mr.Chennakesava brought the case to the notice and sought for the help. We just thought if they 
were not able to come out of this crisis on their own for the last 9 years...why don't we all be at their side 
and bring them to be part of our loving care. With this thought in the heart...we spontaneously dialed 104 
Tele Medicine Services from the ROC office and found that these type of surgeries can be well done by 
Apollo Hospitals.



 
If every thing goes smoothly with God's Grace...we are sure of doing the needful to beloved Priyanka by 1st January, 2009.
 
look forward to see your loving and caring action...

Remember even if we want to cross 1000 miles ... It would still start with 1 foot only...
 
If every step added...even 1000 miles can be crossed with out any difficulty.

Let you and me together be of some help to Miss Priyanka.
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Then at once we called Dr.Rambabu garu, the Sr.Consultant explaining the case and sought his appointment on Saturday...then 
we called the entire family of Madhu to Hyderabad. They are staying with Chennakesava now. The consultancy being done at 
Apollo by Dr.Rambabu with out any charge. they also concluded this baby needs to be operated immediately as the more we 
delay the surgery..,more remote are the chances to gain the efficiency.
 
Hence we took a decision to take up this case with all your support. Immediately we spoke to the Management of Apollo and 
explained the matter and need to them. They are kind enough to offer about Rs.1.5 Lakhs instantly to this girl thru SAHI 
charity wing. Dr.Rambabu also said he would consider no charge from his side for the surgery. Subsequently we tried to 
understand the hearts of the parents...they said they can bring a maximum of Rs.2 lakhs...leaving the gap of about Rs.3 lakhs. 
 

How can we be of some help in this SEVA?
 
Think if you can help us in mobilizing some recourses...then just let us know how much you can do. If not able to spare your 
own...atleast forward this mail to some of the like minded people in the circle with your note seeking their help. If you are able 
to impress upon your Management/Clients...please do that and get some help form the corporate. If some of you have any 
influence in pharma companies...please try to connect to them...it may be a call for you to do the needful. If nothing is 
possible...start praying GOD...to take care of her...


